THE TAILOR MADE ITALIAN EXPERIENCE

Regioni d’Italia: Basilicata

Basilicata is located in the south of Italy, between Campagna, Puglia and Calabria. The region shares a short coastline
between the Tyrrhenian Sea and the Ionian Sea. Potenza is the main city of the region.
A region of modest dimensions, Basilicata contains around 600.000 inhabitants and features a population density of 60
inhabitants per square kilometer.

Basilicata is mainly a mountainous, wild region that was formed by calcareous mountains and arid clay hills lacking
vegetation.
Almost three quarters of the territory is made up of valleys and mountains and thus the region has a natural but fragile
environment, a characteristic which explains the low population density.
Landslides are common.
The main rivers are Agri, Sinni, Basento and Bradano.
The region's numerous beaches on the Tyrrhenian Sea and the Ionian Sea have been preserved in their wild and natural
state.

Basilicata, things to do

With its arid hills and desolate mountains, Basilicata, also known as Lucania, remains an often forgotten region that
offers emense natural beauty, an ancient culture and popular traditions rooted in every small village.
Basilicata features very interesting sites including the Monticchio Lake, the Maratea beaches, and the Metaponto and
Policoro Greek ruins.

Getting there
Basilicata is accesible by several routes:
- By car: from the Tyrrhenian slope take the A3 motorway to Salerno-Reggio Calabria, then take the Sicignano exit to the
Basentana motorway, and from there Potenza is only 48 kilometers away. Continue about 30 kilometers until you arrive
in Matera. From the Adriatic slope: take the A14 Bologna-Taranto motorway (Adriatic motorway) to Foggia, then head in
the direction of Candela (where the A16 Napoli-Bari intersects) and continue to Melfi and Potenza.
- By train: From the Tyrrhenian slope and the Battipaglia rail station, take the Naples- Reggio Calabria line, which
connects Potenza with Taranto, across the region. From the Adriatic slope, Potenza can be reached with the FoggiaPotenza rail connection. To arrive to Matera, leave from Bari on the rail line FAL ( Ferrovie Appulo Lucane). The FS
Taranto-Sibari rail line, on the other hand, follozs the Ionian slope.
- By plane: from the Tyrrhenian slope, Potenza-Naples is about 159 kilometres. From the Adriatic slope, the Bari Palese
is about 64 km away from the Matera Airport.

Our Tours
Basilicata: A charming area rich in tradition

Region
Basilicata
Description
Art, history, tastes of Basilicata and stay in luxury facilities, with the possibility of tasting local food products and
enjoy…

A splendid sea and hilly scenery of ex ceptional
beauty!

Basilicata is set between Puglia and Calabria and offers stunning landscapes, the same beauty of the neighboring
regions. The region boasts a beautiful sea and hilly scenery of outstanding natural value. It is a charming area rich in
tradition and its people are warm and friendly.

We offer a tour package of at least 4 days to visit this unique area, to enjoy its art, history, food and sea which attracts
travelers from around the world to Basilicata. Matera, famous for the Sassi of Matera, has been named World Heritage
by UNESCO and has often been used as a set in famous movies (such as “The Passion” by Mel Gibson).

Metaponto, one of Lucan's most important cities during Ancient Greece, it boasts a wonderful sea. Melfi and Venosa are
two valuable ancient villages.

Maratea, which has Roman origin, is a very pretty little town that still retains its old charm. Maratea has the only marina
in the region.

The tour will be built according to your needs and you can choose from: hiking, trekking, orienteering, guided culinary
tours, sailing...

For more information please fill out the form below, prices from € 179.00 per person in double room per night with
breakfast (activities and visits not included).

Customize your trip with our exclusive offers:

Wellness and Spa - Basilicata is rich in thermal baths and spas for your relaxation!

Cycle Tourism - For lovers of mountain biking and more...

Skydiving and Rafting - For those who are looking for excitement!

Diving - For lovers of diving!

Excursions in sailing boat - sea trips with guides and / or experienced instructors to explore the beautiful Basilicata coast!

Helicopter Flights - To discover Basilicata from the sky!
Contact us for informations: matteo.fugazza@travelformat.com

